"The fully active Bluetooth stereo pair
cuts a fine figure everywhere."
Ascada 2.0

+
Super look
High finish quality
Diverse connectivity
High fidelity sound
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By the computer, on the shelf or
next to the television – the fully
active Ascada 2.0 Bluetooth stereo
pair from Heco cuts a fine figure
everywhere.
Available in black or white gloss
finish, the rear-slanted shape of
the enclosure benefits not only the
appearance but also the sound:
If you're sitting right in front of the
speakers at the computer, they
then emit the sound towards your
head rather than chest high. PC
use benefits from the front source
display and the easily accessible
controls for treble, bass and volume
as well as a USB input via which the
speakers can also easily be plugged
in as an external audio device.

If the loudspeakers are not set
up within immediate reach, the
manufacturer also includes a small
remote control with source and
volume selection as well as a standby button.
Located on the connection side
at the rear are cinch sockets, a
subwoofer output, one optical and
one coaxial input as well as a USB
port for charging a smartphone.
Inside, the integrated amplifier
powers the drivers located in a
coated steel cage with an output of
35 watts per channel – absolutely
sufficient for a normal large living
room.

In terms of sound, the stereo
combination is very dynamic and
does not sink into a dominant low
bass humming or jingling obtrusive
trebles. What we are presented with,
rather, is a brilliant and spatial stereo
stage that knows how to please in
terms of richness of detail.

+ Super look
+ High finish quality
+ Diverse connectivity
+ High fidelity sound

